Carbon source transport, nucleotide levels, and stable RNA synthesis in a mutant strain of Escherichia coli.
We have previously described a temperature-sensitive mutant of Escherichia coli, 2S142 (rel-, met-, rns-, ilv-, ts-) which shows specific inhibition of stable RNA synthesis at 42 degrees C. This mutation mimics a carbon source downshift in that the decay of guanosine 5'-diphosphate, 3'-diphosphate (ppGpp) is inhibited at the restrictive temperature. In this paper we show that the temperature-sensitive lesion in 2S142 does affect the uptake of glucose or alpha-D-methylglucopyranoside (alpha DMG) at 42 degrees C. However, restoration of glucose or alpha DMG uptake by the insertion of a constitutive galactose permease gene or further restriction of glucose uptake by insertion of a ptsG mutation into 2S142 have no effect on rRNA synthesis at 42 degrees C (although ppGpp levels are lowered in both cases). Furthermore, while restriction of uptake at 42 degrees C varies widely from carbon source to carbon source, severe restriction of rRNA synthesis is observed on all carbon sources tested at 42 degrees C. Levels of glycolytic intermediates, adenylate energy charge, ATP levels, and cAMP levels are all unaffected at the restrictive temperature. GTP levels decrease at 42 degrees C in glucose grown cells but that also does not appear to be related to the decrease in rRNA synthesis. These data were interpreted to suggest that the restriction of stable RNA synthesis in 2S142 at 42 degrees C can not be explained on the basis of decreased uptake and/or metabolism of carbon source. "Phantom spot" levels do decrease in 2S142 at 42 degrees C. In fact, "phantom spot" is the only putative regulatory molecule which correlates with restriction of rRNA synthesis on all carbon sources tested.